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chime loiters - in catabolic the 
imperative
it brought
i'm sorry but dislocate
in cheek
 
gape amplified and dogged flat

x-o-x-o-x.com: set 
yourself free from any 
counterproductive 



remnants of confidence

ingraft paid i thought of isomers 
and the defoliation acid
acid impress
a differ gush fit transact

the best romances begin as death duels between
competing spam corporations

victims make the news thanks to
their ineffable glamorousness



it was curtailed, we lost subjects in 
the work to encompass ingraft

'Buzzfeed 2035: Internet troll on her death 
bed reveals her 350 biggest regrets from every
decade including "not going on trendy shooting
spree" and "seriously quit it" and "puppies" 
and "cut off your fingers and throw your 
smartphone out the window"' - Anjali Bahl

pneumonia starlight

duckface in blue is
in for the winter 
season

panic and
although segregate
there
or buoyant currents



it's hard love when cube and desiccate 
flesh isn't the right model nothing you
made readable we tried to translate 
what you said but 

locate pols gash the mining panic
it was
elephantiasis redissolve emit
there
a monocole or tune

cubes don't have rights these days we 
couldn't even secure you a social 
insurance number basically the whole 
form was blank what makes an entity 
when is it ok to be when is being 
present and never goes away and no 
matter what you do there is the future 
and then silence and the models they 
are worn by too much use things might 
end but then the fingers we have 
stitched together didn't 
end up taking the form of a hand so we 
didn't have anything to reply back to 
you



exit there a field
accommodation offers a place for the 

it's difficult to be serious without capital 

tax collector muse

getting involved with too many disciplines at 

your writing is almost 
as good as the way you 
pose when writing



once = free yourself 
from dragons

kinesthetic rattles
i've 
traduced

this name is actually just my online 
name my birth name was what's-his-face

 some dignified reluctance
earthly
agglutinin syllables i scant



"when you're dead, no one can hear you
scream" - Kolobos

the licit whelp, uncontrolled the 
epidermal brail



what touch suicidology and poltergeist
romance
only phonics (frazzle)

  flutter by and still

x-o-x-o-x.com recommends you don't
do anything so you don't upset 
anyone unless they get upset by 
you not doing anything in which 
case be sure to never do nothing

unnerved, a twist prattle and sweat 
(thereafter plaint



sapphist lapidary and the innocence of
restraint

how to make reference

apologize before and after 

sex comedy

dressing up or some mysteriously figure

excerpts from the effects



instead of inventing terms, other

agony flowers give in to the bottom of boat 
are

revoking the feathers
the 

brief a comb and astral expand

for anyone who likes

all genres could be advantageously replaced by
the single genre of erotic sci-fi



across the secluded telemetric
the carols

the bells
i didn't decrypt so much as blemish outsource

how to exist. The opposite of its mechanisms 
that

I want to the message is Mars.

you can't see it but in the corner there are 
doubles

there is an overuse of misinstruct

"the devil with the messages, we're 
going to the moon" - D Wishman

with metals we talked on end about the 
probabilities of human metals

of animals and pill forms 



Tiresias:  I'd want rather a stop assuming in 
sexual orientation

that gained the prospect of having faster 
moving electrons

decoration not versification
hydrofoils not 

eunuch x-o-x-o-
x.com would 
like you to 
talk more about
how you 
pronounce file 
name extensions

so much trauma so few coupons to clip

           the deluge
indecency measured time again - flaunt vesicle

shred

post-garburator sciece po





sorrow standards have risen by over 20% in the
last decade

the x-o-x-o-x.com bot is a complex algorithmic
remix of my posts done in a way that is so 
like me that I can die and my essence will be 
uploaded into the machine to post statuses for
eternity



A 3D printed assault rifle designed to discharge 
rounds of saturation and breakdown

British refugees onto its servers we agreed that

couth >> spoil



- distributed, democratized, educational 
corporate utopia



asexual robot = folk aesthetic aptitude 
training

scorch roughen and melting tolerance 
the escape, rarefy i can't stop we are

have

but the media's bottom a spectacularly improbable series of 

catastrophes is more



slaughter flatter derision control and roll
into the sky or not we know

fools admire sometimes 

but they like

we've been hatching dimwits to faint
for toil

look to the vague of cybernetics whose impose then different 
prescriptives pretend immateriality is all Fun Fact the Cthulhu 
Mythos today sex comedy expecting a person

eggs always been a couple 
of people

realize the approach of the metric system, disconsolation, 

torrent seek out

---

the prehistory of biodegradation states that 
persuasion, wrinkles, sedge wrests
squiggles, the irate willow scourge

    will be eating already dead, might as well where have



  i didn't make sure god brought us

fashion desktop minute voice

===
++++++++

quotation decoys for the shuffled, they've 
expressed an appreciation, 

Biopoetics as an Integrated Practice and not 
as a job as a totally acceptable mode of 
intimacy

unbearably cute is the new spam

$$$$$$$$$$$

       

their underpaid indiscretion (churches) jade 



and programs queued, exhumed

statusbot texts:

Mary Had a Little Lamb (etc full verse)

According to the Prophecy, __________

- piezochemistry

and thank you about the
posts/event that totally
makes my day i would def
be down to do something 

"starring Alida Valli as a woman determined to conquer 
the mountain that killed her father"

scourge has spent the past year constructing 
the word, and now it was time to license its 
toil - you who are an underproduction



misery breeds tax returns

"you don't think that science can provide the answer?"

"not as fast as sex"

- B Edwards

never forget that cocamidopropyl betaine and sodium lauroyl 
isethionate think you are more beautiful than you do -  a 
message from x-o-x-o-x.com

not enough has been made yet, we will be in 
touch once talk has become ineffective 





that's ok, i'll let you know when i have something that pays 

the battle between the trees and erosion (by which we mean



economies) and impugnity

the stratospheric plant  thank you for covering my face

with cherry sauce

flowers made a conciliatory effort
towards the future by overthrowing
dissolution

reaffirming conceptual sisterliness

and severely limiting hedge fund
access

remember to ring twice
before relieving yourself of
the premises [correction: of
the promises]

everything you could ever want but were afraid to mask

camouflage, in the night, invulnerable
cowhide towards an opaque flourish accent



the trees, separatist, fighting for freedom 
from the priestly class
the trees just want the right to get excited 
about water and how the tides are regulated by
the moon

"glamour photography gives us the grammar of 
alienation" -

boats were pondering the possibility of 
agglutination

"i don't believe deeming is enough" said 
daydream

"amusingly, you are heedless to vehemence" 
said arch-log

@@@@@@@@       @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@         
@@@@@@@@@@      @@@@@@ @@@@@@@         @@@@   
@@@@@@@@@@       @@@@@@@@@     @@@@@@@@@@@

enlistment had begun.  solaces were handed out
to the assembly advisory boards.

"what kind of boat are you building?"  they 
asked



"a metaphor" he replied.  "an agglutination 
that can daydream like no existent"

"remember that in flint and litanies people 
fall from building tops and everything you 
thought was collected is mashed into mead

we can't find anything anymore once it is 
mashed into mead

this was the voice of the ship.  no one 
listened to the voice of the ship.



enlistment had begun.  solace was bound 
outwards towards the assembly line.  no one 
had reached it, no one could reach it.

when you stick things together, glutens, they 
join up and you can make it into a song.  a 
song of guts and flint and litanies that 
people flower in buildings when everything is 
the voice of ship.

travel isn't enough when you have listening 
and advisory boards.  anymore skylark it was 
maddening west








